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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, assuring the IT security of computer systems becomes difficult due to the rapid 

development of IT technologies, even in household appliances. 

This Work shows exemplary model of the IT security monitoring and management system. 

Proposed solution is aimed to collect security events, analyse them, assess their risk and 

inform about them to the administrator in order to take appropriate decision to mitigate 

potential security incident. This system is based on open source code toolset. The Author of 

the Thesis studied and tested these tools and examined them in the context of the whole 

system. These tools were configured and some of the code was developed by the author of 

this Thesis in order to achieve synergy effect from adopting various techniques aimed at 

network monitoring and system security. 
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STRESZCZENIE 

Tytuł: Testowa realizacja systemu wspomagającego audyt bezpieczeństwa komputerowego z 

wykorzystaniem rozwiązań open source 

 

Zapewnienie bezpieczeństwa teleinformatycznego jest zadaniem dość trudnym z uwagi na 

szybki rozwój technologii internetowych, z których korzystają obecnie nawet urządzenia 

gospodarstwa domowego. 

Praca ta przedstawia przykładowy system zarządzania i monitorowania bezpieczeństwa 

komputerowego. Jego charakterystyczną cechą jest wykorzystanie jako narzędzi wolnego 

oprogramowania. Praca ukazuje w jaki sposób integracja wielu narzędzi oraz wykorzystanie 

różnych technik monitorowania sieci i bezpieczeństwa systemów może wspomóc 

administratorów w analizie ataków oraz zmniejszeniu negatywnych efektów incydentów 

bezpieczeństwa. Autor przedstawia badania różnych narzędzi, metody ich wykorzystania, 

sposób ich integracji oraz konfiguracji w systemie, proponując jednocześnie własne 

ulepszenia (np. kod, dyrektywy, reguły, sygnatury). Praca wzbogacona jest szeregiem testów 

narzędzi i samego systemu w realnym świecie, a jej podsumowaniem jest prezentacja 

wyników badań wraz z wnioskami, oceną oraz propozycjami dalszego rozwoju systemu. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this Document (aims) 

The number of cyber attacks appears each year in enormous way. Kaspersky Lab, the Russian 

producer of anti-virus tool informs that its solution detected 23,680,646 in 2008[1] to 

5,188,740,554 in 2013[2]. 

Moreover, according to the report[3] provided in 2012 by the Verizon Research, 

Investigations, Solutions, Knowledge (RISK) Team: 

 54% of malware are detected after months from infection, 

 29% of malware took weeks to discover, 

 13% of malware are identified within single days. 

Some various scientific solutions are proposed ([4][5]) in order to fasten the process of attack 

detection, however the main problem is also at the engineering level[6][7][8], which is to 

monitor security of IT infrastructure.  

This Thesis is aimed to show exemplary model of IT management environment focused on 

gathering security events, their analysis and taking appropriate decision to mitigate negative 

results of attacks targeted against monitored system. This IT security monitoring environment 

is developed with the use of the open source tools. These tools were studied and tested 

separately at first and then they were examined in the context of whole system functionality. 

Next, the tools were configured and some of the underlying code, rules, directives were 

developed by the author of this Thesis in order to achieve synergy effect from adopting 

various techniques aimed at network monitoring and system security. The proposed system is 

to aid system, network and security information administrators. 

1.2 Scope of work 

In order to realize the aim of this Thesis there were described and performed the following 

tasks: 

 attitude to monitor and audit computer security, 

 implementation of the IT security monitoring system on the basis of the open source 

toolset and achieving specified capabilities, 

 performing tests and capability assessment of proposed solution. 

1.3 Document overview 

The document is divided into 6 sections: 

Section 2. in which an introduction to the IT security monitoring is described; 

Section 3. that describes security information and event management (SIEM) solutions and 

problems that IT security monitoring is focused on; 
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Section 4. which specifies the Open Source Security Information Management (OSSIM) 

system; 

Section 5. in detail presents achieved installation, configuration, test bed, experiments and 

results of developed IT security monitoring infrastructure; 

Section 6. describes general conclusion of the Thesis and future plans of elaborating it. 

1.4 Acknowledgment 
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Provided hardware and software support for the used host machine as a part of the INSIGMA 

no. 01.01.02-00-062/09 and the “Laboratory of cyber-attacks analysis” no. 02.03.00-14-

106/13 projects from ERDF Innovative Economy Operational Programme, helped in 

finalizing this Thesis. 

I would like to thank Bartosz Jasiul for overall support and commitment. 
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2. IT Security monitoring 

2.1 IT Security Audit 

Information technology security audit (or computer security audit) is often referred as a vital 

part of information security audit. The main objective of audit is to examine and review the 

management and security controls deployed within IT infrastructure. The primary goal is to 

evaluate the systems which are in place to guard organization's information. It can be a 

manual or systematic measurable technical assessment of a system or application within a 

context of system requirements (i.e. policies, law or standards compliance). Audit process 

bases often on information from reports generated by security monitoring subsystems and 

results in compliance reports. There is a wide variety of types of IT audits depending on 

different taxonomies, but it is out of scope of this document. Auditing IT security includes 

such areas as: 

 physical and logical security of data centers, 

 networks, 

 application security, 

 any assets (devices) within above. 

Auditing IT systems may involves other activities like: reviewing organization's structure, 

meeting staff, researching all operating systems, software applications and data center 

equipment, evaluating company budget, assessing vulnerabilities and performing penetration 

testing. 

 

Resulting reports are produced from information collected and processed from various 

applications and systems. These systems mostly are used to monitor separate elements (e.g. 

by nature) of IT infrastructure, their availability, health/condition, configuration, changes and 

vulnerability. The status of these information/attributes (especially anomalies of their values) 

for each asset is archived as a log data in adequate log storage for further usage by the 

auditors. 

2.2 Importance of IT security monitoring 

Monitoring of the security of IT assets is important not only for knowing and controlling the 

condition of organization's IT security (e.g. intrusion detection), but may be useful for: 

 IT audit 

 Risk assessment 

 Making response to incidents (their enumeration and management) 

 Forensics after security breaches 

Such systems have become a necessary addition to the security infrastructure of nearly every 

organization.[6] 
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2.3 Intrusion detection and prevention 

Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring the events occurring in a computer system or 

network and analyzing them for signs of possible incidents, which could violations or 

imminent threats of violation of computer security policies, acceptable use policies, or 

standard security practices. Intrusion prevention is the process of performing intrusion 

detection and attempting to stop detected, possible incidents. Intrusion detection and 

prevention systems (IDPS
1
) are primarily focused on identifying possible incidents, logging 

information about them, attempting to mitigating them, reporting them to security 

administrators and in some cases for identifying problems related to security policies, 

documenting existing threats, and deterring individuals from violating security policies.[7] 

IDPSs usually record information related to observed events, notify security administrators of 

important observed events, and produce reports. Many of them can respond to a detected 

threat.[6] 

 

Main types of IDPS technologies: 

 Network-based (NIDPS): monitors network traffic for particular network segments 

(Wireless networks also). 

 Host-based (HIDPS): monitors events occurring on particular host. 

 

Types of IDPS technologies by mechanism: 

 Signature-based: usage of patterns of known threats, so called signatures; 

 Anomaly-based: incorporates building a definition of a healthy system and monitor 

anomalies in its daily routine, so called normal behavior. 

 

                                                 
1
 Intrusion Detection or/and Prevention System 
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3. Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) 

3.1 Security analyst problems 

When information security analysts are investigating incidents, they need to have an 

organized set of tools that help him to analyze the status of the system.  

Having the right collection of software tools can help to decrease the time required to identify 

a system assets or services responsible for any questionable network activity and to isolate 

them from the network. A proper toolkit can automate repetitive tasks, provide useful 

information to other IT professionals, and permit them to assist in remediation. 

In large, complex or distributed organizational environments an analyst (or team of analysts 

e.g. incident response team) may face major difficulties in: 

 separating valuable and informative events from negligible ones, 

 constructing context for an incident utilizing collateral data (e.g. other events, 

organization hierarchy, user data, asset information). 

Having multiple sources of events/logs inevitably results in hard to process for human "event-

flood", which causes impediment in tracking incidents. 

Many systems try to facilitate first problem with event categorization and prioritization. The 

second problem may be partially solved with having a consistent database of time-

independent (static) collateral information (e.g. database of IT devices, with their location, IP, 

operating system, etc.). This could be useless when there is a need to build context from data 

included in dynamic entities like other events. 

Building a context for an incident basing on related data from various sources is called 

correlation (or cross-correlation). This process is mostly what every security analyst does by 

him/herself when incident investigation is performed. 

Event correlation poses a promising challenge in providing intuition and cognition to Security 

Information and Event Management (SIEMs) systems. 

3.2 Problem addressed (logging/monitoring) 

In an organization, there are many possible signs of incidents which may go unnoticed each 

day. These events can be studied mainly by analyzing network behavior or by reviewing 

computer security event logs. In order to avoid or minimize the losses from an incident 

outcome, the events need to be analyzed as close to real-time as possible. Logging and 

intrusion detection systems have the potential to produce very large amount of data, and all 

that data must be managed, filtered and analyzed. Having a single approach and a unified 

platform helps with this very difficult and challenging task to monitor and report in near-real 

time.[9] 

Automation is needed to perform an initial analysis of the data and to alert on select events of 

interest for human review. Event correlation software and centralized logging can be of great 
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value in automating the analysis process. However, the effectiveness of the process depends 

on the quality of the data and the data rules that goes into it. 

3.3 Security information management (SIM) 

SIM is the segment of security management dealing with long-term collection, storage, 

mining, analysis and reporting of log data. 

SIM products generally are agent-based software running on the computers that are to be 

monitored. SIMs send the log information to a centralized server acting as a "security 

console" with the ability of log storage. The console is used to display reports, charts, and 

graphs of that log–record information, often in real time. Some software agents make use of 

data filters, to reduce and alter the data that they send to the server, although for forensic 

purposes it is advised to collect all audit and accounting logs to ensure recreating a security 

incident.[10] 

SIM is often referred as Log Management. 

 

Weakness: 

Not ideal for complex alerting and not good for incident reporting, trending or dashboards. 

 

3.4 Security event management (SEM) 

SEM is the area of security management which provides real-time monitoring, correlation of 

events, notifications and "console" views. 

SEM solutions by and large use a rolling shorter window of log messages, normalize it, 

correlate it and then attempt to do some kind of automated alerting and perhaps trouble 

ticketing. A SEM solution goes through the reams of log messages trying to find and 

summarize the most important information. They usually offer stock reports for compliance. 

Tend to have elaborate messaging and alerting. However, their goal is to process logs with the 

intent of creating alerts from correlated events.[11] 

 

Weakness: 

Not ideal for long term collection and storage or detailed mining/searching and reporting. 
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3.5 SIM, SEM and SIEM systems definition 

SIEM (Security information and event management) is a term for services combining SIM 

and SEM. 

SIEM is about looking what is happening on the network from wider perspective with 

addition of information correlation. It connects and unifies the information contained in 

existing systems, allowing them to be analyzed and cross-referenced from a single interface. 

So it is additional layer above existing systems and security controls. 

Amir Jamil [11] describes SIEM in context of derivation of SEM and SIM as follows: 

“Since SIM tends to be better at log collections, it can be used to drive or feed SEM solutions. 

SIEM solutions attempt to do both, but frankly it is a massive task and if the goal is long term 

retention and detail message logs, almost all of them will fall apart in a one size fits all 

approach. A hybrid system must make sure there is enough horsepower to constantly 

normalize, correlate and create incidents real time. It is akin to trying to mix up operational 

database base needs with longer term data mining, the two are in direct conflict. 

A good SIEM cannot be built upon a poor foundation of SIM. A strong SIM can feed one or 

multiple SEM/SIEM solutions. SEM/SIEM solutions require training. They need to be taught 

about correlation that matters in an environment and just as importantly trained to minimize 

false positives. SIM is easy to implement and deploy, SEM/SIEM takes time. That is not to say 

SEM/SIEM is bad, it can be impossible to deal with reams of information coming from a SIM 

and most folks do ignore it until they need to deconstruct an incident.” 

 

3.5.1 Idyllic SIEM deployment - information sources 

Ideal SIEM is fed from as many information sources as possible in order to correlate data and 

to  create full and rich context for an incident[8]. Thus it should consolidate logs/alerts as well 

as knowledge information of operational environment itself: 

 LOGS AND ALERTS: 

o Security Controls 

 Intrusion Detection 

 Endpoint Security (Antivirus, etc) 

 Data Loss Prevention 

 VPN Concentrators 

 Web Filters 

 Honeypots 

 Firewalls 

o Infrastructure 

 Routers 

 Switches 

 Domain Controllers 

 Wireless Access Points 

 Application Servers 
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 Databases 

 Intranet Applications 

 KNOWLEDGE: 

o Infrastructure Information 

 Configuration 

 Locations 

 Owners 

 Network Maps 

 Vulnerability Reports 

 Software Inventory 

o Business Information 

 Business Process Mappings 

 Points of Contact 

 Partner Information 

3.5.2 Fully fledged SIEM capabilities 

With having knowledge about IT security audit, SIEM-class system characteristics and 

expected consumer of such system, it is possible to infer a set of desired capabilities and 

requirements of comprehensive SIEM solution. Here is the list of major capabilities from[12]: 

 "Data aggregation: Log management aggregates data from many sources, including 

network, security, servers, databases, applications, services, providing the ability to 

consolidate monitored data to help avoid missing crucial events. 

 Correlation: looks for common attributes, and links events together into meaningful 

bundles. This technology provides the ability to perform a variety of correlation 

techniques to integrate different sources, in order to turn data into useful information. 

Correlation is typically a function of the SEM portion of a full SIEM solution 

 Alerting: the automated analysis of correlated events and production of alerts, to 

notify recipients of immediate issues. Alerting can be to a dashboard, or sent via third 

party channels such as email. Single alert or sequence of alerts may be referred as an 

incident or even as an event for further correlation. 

 Dashboards: Tools can take event data and turn it into informational charts to assist 

in seeing patterns, or identifying activity that is not forming a standard pattern. 

 Compliance: Applications can be employed to automate the gathering of compliance 

data, producing reports that adapt to existing security, governance and auditing 

processes. 

 Retention: employing long-term storage of historical data to facilitate correlation of 

data over time, and to provide the retention necessary for compliance requirements. 

Long term log data retention is critical in forensic investigations as it is unlikely that 

discovery of a network breach will be at the time of the breach occurring." 

Generally robust management and easy usage of controls should also be a capability. So 

the Author of the Thesis additionaly suggests: 

 Incident management: events or alerts are classified against stated taxonomy and 

mapped as a threats with calculated value, risk or reliability for further prioritization 

 Forensic analysis: Performing investigation of an incident in easy way, without the 

need of crawling disparate log sources.  Usage of search engine with ability to define 

specific search criteria. 
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Non-functional requirements: 

 High maintenance and availability – because of its crucial role in the organization. 

 Sufficient reliability 

 Sufficient performance – system has to be scaled to operational environment; thus it 

must manage to process high volume of incoming data. 

 

3.6 Open source SIEM problems 

Problems of managing security events from  an operational perspective are described in 

chapters [3.1 3.2]. SIEM tool have to aid security analyst by automating part of his or her 

work. A nicely crafted SIEM should cover monitoring wide/broad attack or incident surface - 

which means (in context of open source) integrating wide variety of totally different tools. 

Integration is a challenging problem. 

1. SIEM have to be high-maintenance, because of it crucial role in organization's 

infrastructure. Each tool is typically used separately, so developers do not focus 

especially on e.g. consistent log format in developed versions of software. These 

changes have to be maintained. 

2. Logs: each tool uses own log format, some logs are posed to be human readable and 

some machine readable. Every log must be parsed (normalized) into consistent format 

(event) for further processing. There are some attempts to emerge log standards (CEE 

Mitre). Automated log analysis is domain- and system-specific, thus it must be well 

crafted. 

3. SIEM system needs to be able to handle high-volume, not only live flow, but also 

storage. Particular tools are rather designed as simple and neat solutions for common 

problems for small end-user not a large organization. SIEM must take into account 

performance requirements. 

4. Integration - main feature of a successful SIEM is correlation engine. Thus, it have to 

be fed from various sources, which may occur with limitations due to deployment 

model of particular tools used. 

 

Because of above, some experts state that efficient open source based SIEM will not be built 

ever[13][14]. 

3.7 The market 

The market of cyber security is really big – “(...)is estimated to grow from $95.60 billion in 

2014 to $155.74 billion by 2019”[15]. There is a number of appliances both commercial and 

non-commercial of many types which aid IT security administrators work. 

One of the main aims of this project is to use open source tools. There are only 3 known 

solutions thoroughly developed as a SIEM under open source principle: OSSIM, Prelude and 

Cyberoam iView. OSSIM is the core of this thesis, the latter is relatively young project at 

beta stage. The iView has tiny community, is not widely used and is not referenced in any 

meaningful publication. It meets basic SEM and SIM requirements and is able to correlate 

events. 
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“Prelude collects, archives, normalizes, sorts, aggregates, correlates and reports all security-

related events independently of the product brand or license giving rise to such events; 

Prelude is agentless”. Prelude is more mature project than the iView, but similarly not widely 

adopted. 

There are open source and free solutions which may be considered as SIEMs under some 

circumstances. 

Security Onion is a “Linux distro for intrusion detection, network security monitoring, and 

log management. It's based on Ubuntu and contains Snort, Suricata, Bro, OSSEC, Sguil, 

Squert, Snorby, ELSA, Xplico, NetworkMiner, and many other security tools”. It is the most 

widely, commonly used and tool-rich network security monitoring distribution. This solution 

utilizes many open source security tools, but lacks a single component which would make 

comfortable managing them from single place and assist the process of investigating a 

security breach. Thus it is completely transparent for experienced administrator and analyst 

(unlike the OSSIM). 

Another option which may be adapted as SIEM after implementing relations/connections 

between log source components is the ELK stack from the Elasticsearch company. ELK 

stands for Elasticseach, Logstash, Kibana. These three tools make general solution for deep 

search and data analytics (Elasticsearch engine), centralized logging, log enrichment and 

parsing (Logstash) and data visualization (Kibana). This is certainly not out-of-box solution, it 

demands implementation of mechanisms feeding the engine. Since its users include 

Wikimedia, Mozilla, GitHub, U.S. Food and Drug Administration and CERN it becomes 

popular and adapted in various areas. The ELK stack is released as open source under Apache 

License 2.0. 

Commercial solutions[16]: 

 IBM Security QRadar 

 HP ArcSight 

 Splunk Enterprise Security 

 LogRhythm 

 RSA EMC enVision 

 McAfee Enterprise Security Manager 

 NetIQ (acquired from Novell) 

 Trustwave Enterprise packages 

 SolarWinds LEM 
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4. Open Source Security Information Management (OSSIM) 

 

FIGURE 1: OSSIM DASHBOARD [OWN ELABORATION] 

In further chapters terms: OSSIM and AlienVault (AV) are used interchangeably. 

The term: component - refers to 4 basic components of OSSIM or to open source tools used as 

software underlying OSSIM (depending on context). 

4.1 Overview 

OSSIM (Open Source Security Information Management) is an open source security 

information and event management system, integrating a selection of free and open source 

tools designed to aid network administrators in computer security, intrusion detection and 

prevention. It is considered as layer above common security-like tools unifying their 

management into single and consistent user-friendly interface. 

The project began in 2003 as a collaboration between Dominique Karg and Julio Casal. In 

2008 it became the basis for their company AlienVault. Following the acquisition of the 

Eureka project label and completion of R&D, AlienVault began selling a commercial 

derivative of OSSIM ('AlienVault Unified Security Management'). 
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OSSIM performs SIEM functions using other well-known open-source software security 

components. The interface provides graphical analysis tools for information collected from 

the underlying open source software component (many of which are command line only tools) 

and allows centralized management of configuration options. 

Currently (December 2014) OSSIM is used by over 195,000 security professionals in 175 

countries[17]. 

OSSIM is being integrated in the MASSIF (MAnagement of Security information and events 

in Service InFrastructures) project co-funded under the European Comission’s ICT 

programme (budget ~ 6M €) and developed by 12 different organisations from 7 countries. 

The main aim of the MASSIF is to build comprehensive, next-generation SIEM solution[18]. 

 

4.2 Deployment model 

This subchapter depicts basic OSSIM components: server, framework, database and sensor. 

There is also very detailed description about connectivity between these elements in [19]. 

4.2.1 Requirements overview 

The overall security posture of any system is often decided before a single system is brought 

online. Early decisions about the system’s security posture can limit the capacity for secure 

operation of any system no matter what changes are later made. Insecurity is very of often 

“baked in, not bolted on”. [19] 

The logical location of deploying the OSSIM system is going to affect permanently (or at 

least very difficult to modify) further decisions about the security posture of the whole 

system. Decisions especially depend on network infrastructure and general visibility of 

particular network segments from various point of view. 

The security of a particular host is intrinsically tied to the network it resides on, and the 

connectivity it is allowed. For example: a system on the public DMZ (even one that does not 

allow connections to the outside world) automatically starts out with a better security posture 

than a system on a disconnected, internal university lab network; neither system is 

impenetrable, but the system which resides on the lab network has a much smaller attack 

surface – it crucial to mention that the lab system is not more secure, but that its security 

posture makes it easier to secure.  

4.2.2 Server component 

The main, central component of the OSSIM deployment is the Server. It handles the core 

functionality of the OSSIM and communicates with every other component. Thus it should be 

reasonably considered as the most critical component in the deployment. The server has 

control over all other components within the OSSIM, which implies that compromise of a 

server is compromise of all other connected components.  
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4.2.3 Framework component 

Framework is the Web UI and management platform to the OSSIM (main steering console). It 

used for handling both the user interface functions and each component configuration. The 

Framework is the sole component that OSSIM Operators (e.g. security analysts) will connect 

to – only administrator should be able to manage OSSIM appliance directly. It used to 

perform typical configuration after deployment setup and moreover for daily routine job of 

analyzing the security of monitoring systems. 

4.2.4 Database 

Database contains runtime configuration of the OSSIM (i.e. basic components configuration, 

taxonomy, compliance, threat, asset tables) and the collected events. It may be decoupled 

from the Server, but OSSIM components should be able to connect to it. 

4.2.5 Sensor component 

The sensor component is the “public face” of the OSSIM deployment. Sensors are responsible 

for collecting logs, monitoring network packets and scanning hosts – they do the “dirty” job 

on behalf the management – the Server component. 

Sensors require widest range of connectivity and access controls in the OSSIM deployment. 

They should be precisely placed to cover all important network segments and be visible for 

the devices they oversee. 

While other OSSIM components can be or should be out of sight to the rest of the network, 

the sensor is intended to be deployed ‘in the trenches’ alongside the systems it will be 

monitoring. Systems will see connections from Sensors and will be configured with the 

sensors’ addresses to direct their log data to. Sensors may also contain privileged access 

credentials used to retrieve logs (and other information) from systems. 

4.2.6 Common component configuration combinations 

The four components of OSSIM may be deployed in various combinations, but only a 2 of 

them are commonly seen in production and are officially supported by the OSSIM. 

Deployment configurations are used to manage resource allocations and system visibility, but 

they also present differing security postures.  

As with many conceptual models in security, none of the following models are intrinsically 

more secure than the others, only that they present differing levels of ease and opportunity in 

securing them in real world implementation. 

Pictograph Component name 
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Sensor 

 

 

IT Asset 

 

Switch 

 

Firewall 

 

Server 

TABLE 1: PICTOGRAPHS AND COMPONENTS [19] 

4.2.6.1 All-in-one 

All four components are deployed on the same system, including a single sensor. Network 

Visibility will be limited to the network segment the system is connected to. This 

configuration is usually only suitable for the smaller scale deployments, or testing and 

learning purposes.  
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FIGURE 2: ALL-IN-ONE DEPLOYMENT[19] 

In this configuration the OSSIM deployment shares essentially the same security posture as 

the systems it is monitoring. Any device involved with OSSIM functionality will be aware of 

its address on the network, making the server component highly visible on the network, which 

demands cautious maintenance of the server. 

 

4.2.6.2 Single Server, multiple Sensors 

Here all three core components reside on the same system, with a Sensor deployed among 

multiple physical locations. Each Sensor has responsibility for event collection and 

monitoring of the systems at the deployment location/site. 

 

FIGURE 3: MULTIPLE SENSORS, SINGLE SERVER DEPLOYMENT[19] 

In this configuration the server can be located in a more tightly-controlled network zone, 

communicating only with OSSIM operators and the sensors components. Devices involved 

with OSSIM operation (i.e. data sources, servers to be scanned) will only be aware of their 

local Sensor component, and the overall level of OSSIM visibility to the network (and the 

associated attack surface) becomes intrinsically lowered. 
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4.2.7 Deployment location considerations 

The separation of sensor and server presents a good range of deployment options for locating 

these components and exposing them to other systems on the network, using a number of 

network topology and isolation conventions that may already exist on the infrastructure. 

SIEM Infrastructure is a valuable target to any attacker – the information contained in a SIEM 

system can be a target for attackers, and attackers know that SIEM is usually the first line of 

notification of their activities for their victims – they will make efforts to make sure their 

activities do not register in SIEM systems wherever possible. [20] 

 Protect the SIEM just as with any other high-value system – limit its exposure and 

accessibility from the rest of the infrastructure to the absolute minimum it requires to 

perform its functionality and role in an organization. 

 Minimize what can be known about the SIEM infrastructure from other systems on the 

network. The more an attacker can deduce of the SIEM deployment, the easier it 

becomes for them to evade it. 

4.3 Architecture 

 

FIGURE 4: OSSIM ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW[21] 

4.3.1 Overview 

The most typical deployment method decouples Sensor component from Server component. 

In specific cases (All-in-one deployment model) both components can be on the same host. 
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The server host is the core of the OSSIM system. It role is to store, process events and 

manage whole SIEM. 

The Sensor host is used for collecting information from particular hosts and network 

segments. These information is being sent to the server afterwards for further processing. 

Lists below separates basic SIEM functions by component type[22]: 

Server host 

 Server component 

o Inventory management 

o Policy management 

o Event correlation 

o Risk assessment and prioritization 

o Alarms and task scheduling 

 Framework component 

 Database 

o Configuration 

o Assets 

o Events 

 Identity management 

 Vulnerability management 

 Agent management 

 Server and sensor status monitoring 

 

Sensor host 

 Agent 

o Log collection 

 Vulnerability scanner 

 Inventory monitoring 

 Network monitoring 

o Traffic 

o IDS 

o Asset detection 

4.4 Functionality 

This subchapter reviews capabilities of the OSSIM tested by me and reveals which open 

source tools are used underneath. Each software tool is briefly explained in the context of the 

OSSIM. 

Security Intelligence 

 SIEM Event Correlation 

 Incident Response 
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Behavioral monitoring 

 Log collection (limited in open source version) 

 Netflow analysis 

 Service availability monitoring 

 

Threat detection 

 NIDS – Network Intrusion Detection System 

 HIDPS – Host based Intrusion Detection and/or Prevention System 

 Wireless IDS – Intrusion Detection System within wireless network 

 

Vulnerability assessment 

 Continuous vulnerability monitoring 

 Active Scanning 

 

Asset discovery 

 Active network scanning 

 Asset inventory 

 Host-based software inventory 

4.4.1 Mapping tools to functions 

OSSIM utilizes many big and small open source tools in order to achieve desired 

functionality. Following table presents tools grouped by logical location and assigned 

function. 

Software tool on the 

Server 

Function 

NagiOS Availability monitoring 

OCS Inventory Assets 

NFSen Netflow 

Ntop Network profiles 

TABLE 2: MAPPING TOOLS TO FUNCTIONS (ON THE SERVER) 

Software tool on the 

Sensor 

Function 

Snort/Suricata NIDS 

Nfcap/Fprobe Netflow 

P0f Assets 

Prads Assets 

Arpwatch Assets 

Ntop Network profiles 
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Nmap Assets 

OpenVAS Vulnerability monitoring 

OSSEC Detection-HIDPS 

Kismet Wireless IDS 

TABLE 3: MAPPING TOOLS TO FUNCTIONS (ON THE SENSOR) 

4.4.2 Asset management and discovery – OCS Inventory & others 

The crucial part of the SIEM solution is ability to at least enumerate IT assets within 

monitored network. Better systems can manage, categorize detailed information about 

hardware and software of networked machines. The core of the asset management feature 

fulfilling these needs in the OSSIM is the OCS Inventory (full name: Open Computer and 

Software Inventory Next Generation; abbreviation: OCS). Consistent inventory database is 

used as information source for other tools in the OSSIM. 

OCS is the software application distributed under GNU GPL License which enables users to 

inventory IT assets. OCS can collect information about each asset using OCS Inventory Agent 

software installed on each machine. It is possible to manage assets without using agent-based 

software, but agents provide detailed information about host (i.e. installed hardware vendors, 

software applications, system updates, licenses). Assets are categorized and have defined a 

value, which is used within Correlation Engine to calculate Risk value of the event. 

Up to version 4.3 of the OSSIM it utilized rich user interface of the OCS, but due to 

vulnerabilities affecting OCS UI (possibility of local exploitation of unauthorized user) access 

to OCS UI was dropped. In place of that it is advised to use OSSIM simple asset management 

UI. Full functionality of the OCS is still available, but performing detailed searching and 

exporting assets is currently only available through raw MySQL queries using any database 

client.[23] 

Assets may be manually added to the system, through CSV file import or using Asset 

Discovery option. 

Asset discovery 

By default OSSIM has the enabled ability of passive asset discovery. This ability is achieved 

through utilization of tools: p0f, PRADS and Arpwatch. 

PRADS - is a Passive Real-Time Asset Detecion System. It passively listen to network traffic 

and gathers information on hosts and services it sees on the network. It helps detecting just 

connected assets faster than Nmap and is used for feeding the OCS. It triggers events into 

SIEM. 

p0f - is a tool used for fingerprinting operating system in passive way. It identifies the system 

of machines that connects to the box, connects from the box, box cannot connect to and 

machines which "talk" through or near the box. It used within the OSSIM to automatically 

complement information about assets. This tool is developed by a Polish hacker - Michał 

Zalewski (lcamtuf). 
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Arpwatch - is a software tool for monitoring ARP traffic on a computer network. It used for 

observing the pairing of IP and MAC address, thus it enriches the OSSIM with events about 

MAC address anomalies and may reveal spoofing attacks. 

Another feature of the OSSIM is performing deeper and more detailed active network 

discovery using Network Mapper - Nmap. It is a security scanner for host and services 

discovery, port scanning, OS fingerprinting, auditing security, finding basic vulnerabilities, 

creating network map. It feeds asset database in the OSSIM. Nmap provides many scan types 

with different time template - detailed information about scan profiles is in the Configuration 

section in the Testing chapter of this document. 

 

4.4.3 Vulnerability monitoring – OpenVAS 

ISO:27005 defines vulnerability as "A weakness of an asset or group of assets that can be 

exploited by one or more threats where an asset is anything that can has value to the 

organization, its business operations and their continuity, including information resources that 

support the organization's mission". Vulnerabilities can be assigned to 2 major categories: 

 Errors made by programmers in writing the code for the software, 

 Mistakes related to misconfiguration of the software application or the environment 

setup. 

Vulnerability scanners are designed to find weak points of the system. They utilize common 

vulnerability signatures for scanning. 

OpenVAS (Open Vulnerability Assessment System) is a framework for scanning and 

management of vulnerabilities. OpenVAS emerged as a fork/alternative for well-known and 

widely used tool - Nessus - but under GPL license. OSSIM uses OpenVAS, but without its 

bult-in UI component - AlienVault made own UI for OpenVAS. This tool has own database 

of common vulnerability tests known as NVT feed (Network Vulnerability Tests) which is 

updated every day. OSSIM has ability to fetch new NVT versions from feed service as well as 

browsing the threats database. OpenVAS has few profiles of vulnerability tests depending on 

destructivity or system interference factor. 

 

4.4.4 Threat detection - HIDPS OSSEC 

OSSEC is an open source host-based IDS with an ability to perform active response to 

detected threat. 

Key features: 

 Log analysis based intrusion detection 

 File integrity checking 

 Registry keys integrity checking 

 Signature based rootkits detection 

 Real time alerting and active response 
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 Feeds SIEMs (OSSIM) 

 XML based configuration 

 Rule driven processing 

 Works on: Unix, BSD, Linux, Mac OS X, Solaris and Windows 

 Capable to analyze logs from various sources (su, samba, sshd, unix pam, 

ftp/mail/web servers, databases, firewalls, etc.) 

Advanced features (possibility to extend with well-crafted configuration)[24]: 

 Malware detection (honeypots, honeyclients, malware crawlers) 

 Tracking execution of particular processes 

 Windows services monitoring (via Windows event log) 

 USB devices monitoring 

 Host-side fraud detection 

 White/Black-listing 

 Linux LXC container integration 

4.4.4.1 OSSEC Architecture 

OSSEC works using client-server based architecture with centralized client management and 

configuration. 

OSSEC Agent 

 Logcollectord: Read logs 

 Syscheckd: File integrity checking 

 Rootcheckd: Malware and rootkits detection 

 Agentd: Forwards data to the server 

OSSEC Server 

 Remoted: Receives data from agents 

 Analysisd:  Processes data (mainprocess) 

 Monitord: Monitor agents 
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4.4.4.2 OSSEC integration with OSSIM 

 

FIGURE 5: OSSEC INTEGRATION WITH OSSIM (ARCHITECTURE)[25] 

4.4.5 Threat detection - NIDS Suricata & Snort 

For years, Snort (developed and maintained by SourceFire) has been the de facto standard for 

open source Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems (IDS/IPS). Its engine combines the 

benefits of signatures, protocols, and anomaly-based inspection and has become the most 

widely deployed IDS/IPS in the world. 

Suricata, a new and less widespread product developed by the Open Information Security 

Foundation (OISF), has recently appeared, and seems really promising. It is also based on 

signatures but integrates revolutionary techniques. This engine embeds a HTTP normalizer 

and parser (HTP library) that provides very advanced processing of HTTP streams, enabling 

the understanding of traffic on the 7th level of the OSI model. Suricata was created to extend 

Snort capabilities in performance context (e.g. GPU based calculations acceleration). Suricata 

inherits signature (or rule) driven model of NIDS. 

Suricata is default NIDS within the OSSIM. 

4.4.5.1 Features overview[26] 

Param Suricata Snort 

IPS feature 
optional while compiling (--enable-

nfqueue) 

Snort_inline or snort used with -Q 

option 
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Rules  VRT::Snort rules 

 EmergingThreats rules 

 VRT::Snort rules 

 SO rules 

 EmergingThreats rules 

Threads Multi-thread Single-thread 

Ease of install 
Not available from packages. 

Manual installation. 

Relatively straightforward. 

Installation also available from 

packages. 

Documentation Few resources on the Internet 
Well documented on the official 

website and over the Internet 

Event logging Flat file, database, unified2 logs for barnyard 

IPv6 support Fully supported 
Supported when compiled with --

enable-ipv6 option. 

Capture 

accelerators 

PF_RING, packet capture 

accelerator 
None, use of libpcap 

Configuration 

file 

suricata.yaml, classification.config, 

reference.config, threshold.config 
snort.conf, threshold.conf 

Offline analysis 

(pcap file) 
yes 

Frontends Sguil, Aanval, BASE, FPCGUI (Full Packet Capture GUI), Snortsnarf 

TABLE 4: SURICATA AND SNORT COMPARISON [26] 

The main advantage of Suricata over the Snort is performance due to multi-threading 

capabilities. Suricata fully understands Snort rules language. OSSIM incorporates ability to 

fetch new rule set from AlienVault feed. The feed provides rules from EmergingThreats feeds 

and custom rules developed by AlienVault developers and community. 

4.4.6 Availability monitoring – Nagios 

Nagios is a software application used for monitoring IT assets and infrastructure. It is known 

as one of the most popular cross-platform, network security and network monitoring tools. 

The success of this tool is owed to large database of official and unofficial plugins extending 

its basic functions. Many different projects (i.e. Icinga, op5 Monitor, Check MK) use Nagios 

as a core mechanism or as the model. The Core version of the Nagios is distributed under 

GPLv2 license. 

Over the years Nagios has widen its feature set and emerged into robust solution capable of: 
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 Monitoring almost everything (with particular plugins): network services, host 

resources, probes and standalone devices. 

 Remote resources monitoring with utilization of (encrypted) tunnels. 

 Data graphing. 

 Performing service checks. 

 Defining host hierarchies. 

 Defining event handlers for proactive problem resolution. 

 Alerting and notifying through different channels using plugins (i.e. E-mail, SMS, 

external ticket system like OTRS). 

 Supporting wide variety of operating systems with agent-based software. 

Within OSSIM platform utilization of the Nagios is limited to its initial features (due to 

feature overlap with other tools used underneath OSSIM) – mainly resource monitoring and 

performing service checks. Availability monitoring works with hosts formerly defined or 

discovered as assets with Asset Management and discovery. 

4.5 Basic instruments, mechanisms and functions 

This subchapter explains basic entities use in the OSSIM. 

4.5.1 Event 

An event is one, normalized log file entry. An event has assigned an Event ID by a data 

source plugin which is a numeric descriptor identifying the event type and sub-type defined 

within Event Taxonomy. 

A Directive Event is created when all of the Events specified in a Correlation rule have been 

detected. 

An alarm may be fed into Correlation Engine (from which emerges) again to act as an event. 

4.5.2 Correlation 

Log Correlation is the process of matching incoming events for sequences and patterns that 

are apparent to a human, but invisible to the machine. 

Log correlation is about encoding human knowledge of security threats and abnormal 

behavior into a filter for events that provide evidence of that behavior – by putting together 

the information from individual security controls into a ‘bigger picture’ of what’s happened 

on the network, and giving analysts a starting place to begin investigation from. 

An example: 

If one user attempts to log into 8 separate computers all at the same time, a human will 

suspect something awry is happening – yet to each of those 8 computers, nothing out of the 

ordinary is happening. 
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Process of correlation is performed by Correlation Engine which is driven by Correlation 

Directives (which consists of Correlation Rules) to detect relationships between different 

types of Events occurring in one or more monitored assets. 

Particular events may be considered as mutually correlated throughout Correlation Rules 

when they share at least one event attribute (i.e. source IP, event type, category, data source 

name). 

 

FIGURE 6: EVENT, RULE, ALARM, DIRECTIVE HIERARCHY [OWN ELABORATION] 

Matching a correlation directive raises an alarm. 

4.5.3 Alarms 

Alarms are the starting point for Analysts to begin investigations and analysis from. They can 

be: 

 matches from Correlation rules (from Correlation directives),  

 individual events from security controls  

 or particular log events that are sufficiently significant to warrant immediate 

investigation. 

AlienVault Server uses a formula based on Asset Value, Event Priority, and Event Reliability 

to calculate an Event’s Risk. Any Event with a Risk of 1 or greater is an Alarm. When a 

Correlation Rule detects a specified sequence of Events, the Rule can create a Directive Event 

that has a high enough Event Priority to produce an Alarm. 

4.5.4 Policies 

Policies are a set of rules for how to escalate 

Events in the SIEM to human attention. A Policy 

has two components: 

 Conditions 

 Actions 

Connected together with cause-effect relation (If 

<Conditions>, Then <Actions>). 

Policies are primary method of filtering what is 

brought to the attention of the analyst. They also 

route human attention to different destinations 

Correlation 
Directive 

Correlation 
Rule 

Event 

Event/Alert 

Correlation 
Rule 

Event 

Policy 

Correlation 
directive 

Correlation rules 

Events 

Log entries 

FIGURE 7: APPLIANCE OF POLICY IN EVENT 

PROCESSING HIERARCHY [OWN ELABORATION] 
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(e.g. people, groups) by using conditions to select what should be done (an action) with an 

event. 

Policy conditions make use of information about a network previously populated into OSSIM 

- especially Asset Management. 

Examples of policies: 

Alerts of this group of hosts go to these analysts. 

After this time of day, send emergency alerts to the on-call team instead. 

 

4.6 Life cycle of a log message 

4.6.1 Log collection (on the Sensor) 

OSSIM collects logs from devices, systems and software in 2 ways: by actively 

fetching/retrieving log data from monitored hosts or by receiving them from hosts. 

Logs are normalized by data source plugins (through Agents), extracting common data fields 

from them like: IP address, host names, user names, interface names, etc. 

Events which may be of interest to a security administrator are assigned a Security ID (SID), 

formerly called Event ID. SIDs have assigned a category within Taxonomy database. 

SIDs are correlated into alarms. Log correlation can see patterns in activity that a single 

device or security control cannot. 

4.6.1.1 Log parsing 

The Sensor has the Agent running which controls log-parsing (data source) plugins. Plugins 

read incoming log files, log data through streams from remote systems (and also control other 

event-gathering functions on the sensor, such as Intrusion Detection)[27]. 

 

FIGURE 8: LOG PARSING ON THE SENSOR[27] 
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4.6.1.2 Extracting security events from the logs (SID matching) 

The SID can be considered as the “name” of the log message, its meaning. Plugins match 

each log-record or log-line to regular expression. Regular expression(s) are used to match log 

record with SID. 

Example below. Right side shows SIDs. 

 

FIGURE 9: ADDING MEANING TO LOGS (ASSIGNING A SID)[27] 

4.6.1.3 Normalization of SID's 

Extracting pieces of data as values like: User names, IP Addresses, MAC addresses, URI’s 

out of the log message text and into a field is called Normalization and it is performed 

regardless the format of the source log record/message. 

 

4.6.1.4 Transmitting normalized SIDs to the Server 

The logs are broken down into the type of message, and the information from them used to 

populate the fields which are common attributes for particular events: 

 date 

 sensor 

 interface 

 plugin_id 

 plugin_sid 

 priority 
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 prococol 

 src_ip 

 src_port 

 dst_ip 

 dst_port 

 username 

 password 

 filename 

 userdata(1..9) 

Then normalized logs are transmitted to the Server component. 

4.6.2 Processing events on the server 

4.6.2.1 Storing events into the database 

Although the events are now stored to disk, the server still has several more operations to 

perform on them before they’re ready to be searched. 

4.6.2.2 Parsing the event - assigning priority, reliability and risk score 

Each event type that has a SID is assigned a priority and reliability score when the plugin is 

created. 

 Priority. How urgently the event should be investigated. 

 Reliability. The chance the event is a false positive. 

SIDs are compared against the Assets they refer to. Asset database is an inventory of IT 

assets. Each Asset has assigned a value, which is the measure of the asset importance to the 

organization. With priority, reliability and value it possible to calculate risk value: 

risk=asset_value * (reliability * priority /25) 

Higher Risk Scores may help the analyst know what to examine first. 

4.6.2.3 Mapping SIDs against a Taxonomy 

There are types of events common across many systems no matter the source of the event, or 

the format it comes. A security analyst willing to see all user logins within a certain time 

period, should not have to know what the specific SID (Event ID/specific data source of an 

event) for each event type for each system type is, to retrieve that information. Analysts prefer 

to operate on a specific category of events – a part of the Taxonomy. 

OSSIM maintains a taxonomy of event types that SIDs can be matched to and retrieved via. 

Correlation directives can also correlate events with usage of their taxonomy allowing the 

creation of device-independent correlation rules[27]. 
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FIGURE 10: APPLICATION OF THE EVENT TAXONOMY[27] 

The following image depicts taxonomy application to a specific event: 

 

FIGURE 11: DETAILED VIEW OF APPLYING TAXONOMY TO A SPECIFIC EVENT[27] 

4.6.2.4 (Optional) reputation data crosscheck 

The OTX (Open Threat Exchange) is about verifying the IP addresses of hosts in the events 

against the reputation database. If OTX is enabled on the server, each external IP in the event 

is being checked and matches are flagged which affects risk reliability value of the event. On 

the other hand, IPs considered as an attack source will be anonymously sent to the AlienVault 

and then exchanged with other AlienVault users as a part of threat intelligence. 

4.6.2.5 Feeding Correlation Engine and creating alarms 

Events may actually go through this stage several times – different correlation rules may take 

the same events as input. 

Since normalization was performed, correlation directives are able to work with 

fields/attributes (usernames, IPs, etc.) from various data sources. For this reason directives 

can be written in more generic way. 
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As events continue to feed into the correlation engine, conditions are met (i.e. event starts or 

fits a correlation rule), that starts an alarm processing. 

Alarms may trigger on a single event matching certain conditions, or may require a specific 

sequence of events to trigger (it depends on rules). 

Alarms may continue to process through the stages of priority over a matter of hours – alarms 

that appear in the system may indicate they are still processing additional incoming events to 

further corroborate detection. 

Alarms are the events themselves and can feed into other correlation directives once their 

triggers, creating cascading levels of alarms. 

 

FIGURE 12: PROCESSING FLOW OF LOGS FROM A DEVICE TO THE SERVER[27] 

4.6.3 Events/Alarms visualisation 

After these steps events can be searched by using the Administrative Console. Events marked 

as alarms are available on the main dashboard. The dashboard consists of few views showing 

various graphs, diagrams, charts and statistics as well as estimated threat level and risk maps – 

managers love this. 
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FIGURE 13: ALERTS ANALYSIS DASHBOARD [OWN ELABORATION] 
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5. Testing OSSIM system 

5.1 OSSIM perquisites 

System requirements: 

 Total cores: 8 

 RAM: 16GB 

 Storage: 250GB+ (fast server drive, RAID preferably) 

 VMware ESXI 4.0+ with thin provisioning enabled 

 NIC for network monitoring (TAP/SPAN port as a source) in the Sensor component 

Connectivity requirements are defined in the section [4.2]: "Deployment model". 

5.2 Installation experience 

5.2.1 System environment configuration – the test bed 

Host system:  

 i7-3770K CPU,  

 32GB RAM,  

 256GB SSD and 2TB 7200k HDD,  

 Windows 8.1. 

Testing virtual environment:  

 8 logical cores,  

 20GB RAM,  

 120GB SSD + 100GB HDD,  

 VM Hypervisor: VMware vSphere ESXI 5.5,  

 CISCO vSwitch,  

 network bridged with host system; Host system connected to MCI
2
 network with circa 

150 machines. 

Virtual Machines: 

 OSSIM: 8 logical cores, 16GB RAM, 120GB SSD, standard NIC with static IP, 

additional SPAN port NIC, All-in-one OSSIM deployment model, OSSIM v. 4.14 

 Windows-7-VM1: 1 core, 1,5GB RAM, 30GB HDD 

 CentOS6-VM2: 1 core, 1GB RAM, 8GB HDD 

Each VM is bridged with host system interface via virtual switch within VMware ESXI. 

OSSIM was used to monitor simple network of 3 machines (excluding OSSIM itself): 2 VMs 

and the host system (via bridged interface). 

                                                 
2
 Military Communication Institute 
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There was an idea of using typical type-2 hypervisor (VirtualBox/VMware) as a testing 

environment, but due to problems with setting SPAN interfaces ESXi was chosen as an 

alternative.  Configuring virtual environment of VMware vSphere ESXi took some time. 

Understanding enterprise type-1 hypervisor and whole process of configuring storage, setting 

up virtual network environment and deploying VMs was a demanding task which involved 

solving a lot of minor problems. 

5.3 Configuration 

5.3.1 Basic setup 

After installing OSSIM basic setup should be done. Basic setup is done via Web Framework 

interface (Administrator Console) and via console application (using SSH connection or direct 

terminal access). 

Basic setup covers: 

 Password setup 

 Defining and configuring network interfaces 

 Defining monitored network CIDRs 

 Mail relay configuration 

 Network asset discovery (manual or automated) 

 Deploying OSSEC HIDS agents 

 Data source plugins setup (Log Management) 

 Registration to OTX (Open-threat Exchange) 

5.3.2 Asset management and discovery 

Managing assets is a crucial function for network administrator. Within OSSIM assets may 

added manually, imported with CSV file, actively discovered (with Nmap scanning). 

Furthermore OSSIM by default constantly monitors turning up network devices using passive 

scanning (p0f, Arpwatch). Each asset has assigned properties set (e.g. value, description, 

location, asset type), installed services and software. 

Administrator can enable Availability Monitoring on particular asset and its services. 

Another option is scheduled Automatic Asset Discovery used for monitoring changes within 

an asset. 

There is ability to enable appropriate plugins for an asset if that is a special devices or has 

special applications installed (e.g. it is a firewall or switch, has Apache server or Dionea 

honeypot installed) in order to collect respective log data. 

Active Asset discovery (Nmap) may differ due to used scan profile and timing template. 

Scan profiles: 

 Ping. This option launches a ping to each above to select asset. 

 Normal. This option scans the most common 1000 ports. 
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 Fast Scan. This option scans the most common 100 ports. 

 Full Scan. This option scans all ports, this can be slow. 

 Custom. This option allows the user to define the ports to scan. 

Timing templates: 

 Paranoid. This mode scans very slowly. It serializes all scans (no parallel scanning) 

and generally waits at least 5 minutes between sending packets. 

 Sneaky is similar to paranoid mode, except it only waits 15 seconds between ending 

packets. 

 Polite is meant to ease the load on the network and reduce the chances of crashing 

machines. It serializes the probes and waits at least 0.4 seconds between them. 

 Normal is the default NMAP behavior, which tries to run as quickly as possible 

without overloading the network or missing hosts/ports. 

 Aggressive mode adds a 5-minute timeout per host and it never waits more than1.25 

seconds for probe responses. 

 Insane is only suitable for very fast networks or where you do not mind losing some 

information. It times out hosts in 75 seconds and only waits 0.3 seconds for individual 

probes. It does allow for very quick network sweeps, though. 

 

Assets are managed from Environment->Assets menu and may be grouped under 

Environment->Groups and networks menu. 

 

5.3.3 Availability monitoring 

Status of assets marked for Availability monitoring can be checked under Environment-

>Availability menu. 

Nagios Core is responsible for availability monitoring. Besides, it is capable of raising events 

to SIEM when there are changes in status of an asset. 

 

5.3.4 Threat detection - HIDPS OSSEC 

Full configuration of OSSEC can be performed from Environment->Detection menu: 

 Global OSSEC configuration (ossec.conf) 

 List of enabled rule sets 

 Definitions of particular rules within rule sets 

 Syscheck setup (monitored registry entries, files, directories, schedule, check 

frequency) 

 OSSEC service control itself (stop/start service) 

 Downloading preconfigured OSSEC agent setup for Windows host 
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Agents can be added under Agents submenu. Each of listed agents has assigned Actions (e.g. 

enforcing Syscheck or Rootcheck, setting key or deploying/downloading preconfigured 

OSSEC agent setup.exe file for Windows). 

 

5.3.5 Vulnerability scanning 

OSSIM utilizes OpenVAS software for vulnerability scanning. Configuration of this function 

is available from Environment->Vulnerability menu: 

 Running scan job 

 Defining scan profiles (especially by destructivity/system interference) 

 Scheduling scan tasks 

 Preview of CVE Threat Database 

 Generating scan reports 

5.3.6 Threat intelligence - correlation directives 

Correlation directives are used for rising alerts for particular threat. A directive consists of a 

set of correlation rules. Each directive has assigned a priority and it has to be classified 

against the Taxonomy. 

Each rule can be on different correlation level which defines logical correlation of rules: 

 Rules on the same level in a tree stand for LOGICAL OR operation 

 Rules on lower level in a tree stand for LOGICAL AND operation 

Rule is defined with parameters for matching process: 

 Name 

 Data source(s) (As plugin or Event category from Taxonomy) 

 Event type(s) 

 Reliability 

 Source 

 Destination 

 Sensor 

 Protocol 

 Userdata(1..9) 

 Timeout (acting as time window) 

 Occurrence of events (frequency) 

Alert raised by matched correlation directive can be used as trigger for or data source of other 

directives. 

Correlation directives management is available under Configuration->Threat Intelligence-

>Directives menu. 
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5.3.7 Data sources 

The term “data source” is directly connected with “data source plugin”. Plugins extract and 

normalize log data received from different assets. Each data log entry is translated to Event ID 

(a.k.a SID) which identifies the event type and subtype within (event) Taxonomy. 

AlienVault comes equipped with data source plugins for many commonly encountered asset 

types. Users can develop custom data source plugins. 

Each data source plugin is identified by Data Source Plugin ID. For example, a Data Source 

Plugin with the ID of 1636 processes CISCO-ASA log file entries. 

Review of data sources is available under Configuration->Threat Intelligence->Data Source 

menu. 

Implementing custom data source plugins for parsing specific log files can be done, but it is 

out of scope of this document. 

5.3.8 Compliance mapping 

Currently OSSIM is capable of mapping OSSIM functions to ISO 27001 and PCI DSS 

standard requirements. Each requirement may have associated specific data sources as an 

evidence of fulfilling a particular requirement of a standard. Mapping process is not 

automated – needs actual knowledge of particular requirements. 

Compliance management is available under Configuration->Threat Intelligence-

>Compliance mapping menu. 

 

5.3.9 Taxonomy 

The Event Taxonomy provides the Correlation Engine with a standardized framework of 

Event types and sub-types on which to operate. Normalizing disparately formatted event log 

entries received from different types of assets in the Taxonomy’s single framework enables 

the Correlation Engine to detect patterns of behavior occurring across all monitored assets. 

Taxonomy setup is available under Configuration->Threat Intelligence->Taxonomy menu. 

5.3.10 Monitoring OSSIM deployment itself 

Managing and monitoring crucial OSSIM system components (the Server and Sensors) is 

available under Configuration->Deployment menu. 

Main windows shows status of OSSIM nodes: 
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FIGURE 14: MONITORING STATUS OF OSSIM NODES [OWN ELABORATION] 

Clicking on a node redirects to panel depicting detailed information about node’s status and 

gives availability to: 

 Check status of Sensors 

 Review and perform software updates 

 Configure Sensors and the Server 

o Especially enable/disable plugins for Sensors 

o Configure network interfaces 

 Check logs 

o System logs (kern, auth, daemon, messages, syslog) 

o AV Sensor logs (agent, agent_stats) 

o AV Web logs (access, error, frameworkd) 

o AV Server (server, reputation) 

5.3.11 Noise reduction – filtering unwanted events 

Longer observation of the OSSIM events resulted in distinction of recurring events with zero 

threat potential. These events are mostly generated by OSSIM itself in AVAPI components 

(AlienVault API). Large amount of these unwanted events emerges as a noise which disturbs 

an analyst. 

One of the ways to filter these events is to prepare appropriate Policies which drop events 

from SIEM processing. 

 

Recurring events: 

 5402 – from ossec-sudo: ossec: Successful sudo to ROOT executed 

 2013031 – from snort: snort: "ET POLICY Python-urllib/ Suspicious User Agent" 

 Some “[AVAPI]” marked events 

First step is to extract and enumerate event types as new DS Groups: 
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 Ossec sudo to root 

 Python urllib suspicious UA 

 AVAPI Event Types 

Next step is to create Policies for each group with defining: 

 Event type: as appropriate created previously DS Group 

 Source: as OSSIM address 

 Destination: as ANY 

 Policy consequences->SIEM: all No (it will drop event from further processing by 

Correlation Engine) 

 

FIGURE 15: POLICIES FOR FILTERING UNWANTED EVENTS [OWN ELABORATION] 

The last step is to Enable these newly created Policies and Reload them. 

5.4 Testing experience 

Author of the Thesis performed series of unit tests of tools which build OSSIM functions as 

well as tests integrating these tools into the SIEM system. Each function of OSSIM showed in 

previous subchapters of [4.4] and [5] section has been reconfigured and retested several times 

in order to fully understand them. 

This subchapter covers specific details only about most interesting parts of performed test, 

test course, observations, conclusions. Results describes newly created rules, code, signatures 

and emerged guidelines. 

5.4.1 Unit tests of OSSEC 

Author of the Thesis tested OSSEC as a standalone tool and presents the results of his 

experiments. This subchapter describes practical, real-world usage of host-based intrusion 

detection and prevention system - OSSEC.  

5.4.1.1 Centralized agent management 

Configuration of agents is based on two major files: agent.conf and one of the rule files: local-

rules.xml. The first file maintains basic configuration of syschecks and rootchecks. The latter 

stores signatures for matching events and alerting. 

Manual deployment of configuration files to large number of OSSSEC agents can be a 

painstaking work for an administrator. One of the most useful capabilities of OSSEC is 
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automatic pushing configuration files to already deployed OSSEC agents. It is done by the 

OSSEC server periodically, but quite seldom. 

In order to speed up this process the OSSEC server has to be restarted - this enforces 

uploading new files to agents. 

When an agent receives new configuration it is not being used straightaway! An agent needs 

restart to reload new configuration files - it is in fact quite big drawback. Restarting each 

agent can be done manually and remotely, but it is still a little flaw. 

It is possible to fully automate the process of updating agents configuration by creating a rule 

which will invoke automatically restarting an agent after discovering that its configuration file 

has changed. 

A new rule: 

<rule id="100001" level="7"> 

 <if_group>syscheck</if_group> 

 <match>c:\program files/ossec-agent/shared/agent.conf$</match> 

 <group>win_agent.conf_changed</group> 

 <description>Windows agent.conf File Changed</description> 

</rule> 

Now when the rule is matched the active response mechanism has to be used to restart an 

agent. agent.conf file should include: 

<active-response> 

 <command>restart-win-agent</command> 

 <location>local</location> 

<rules_id>100001</rules_id> 

</active-response> 

Since now pushing new configuration to agents results in automatic restart of an OSSEC 

agent to load new config files. 

5.4.1.2 Monitoring directories, files and Windows registry entries 

Monitoring sensitive locations of the operating system can reveal many violations performed 

by an user, an attacker or a malware. 

Monitoring integrity of directories, files and Windows registry entries can be simply done 

with syscheck mechanism. 

It is extremely important that the syscheck operation takes some time (depending of a number 

of entries to check)! Because of that, the frequency of the syscheck must be set to the 

appropriate value. For example: from performed tests, syscheck can take up to 90 seconds 

with over 200 entries (directories, files, and registry entries), so the frequency has to be 

greater than 90. 

By default an OSSEC agent check differences in attributes (i.e. owner, permissions, modify 

time) and checksum of existing files only. In order to alert on new files, alert_new_files 

attribute must be set to yes. 
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Windows registry stores most of the information about installed devices, software, users and 

operating system itself. Monitoring its specific entries can divulge interesting information (for 

example connecting a new, unknown USB store device). 

Basic property of a malware is achieving persistence in a system. One of the most common 

techniques to assure that a malware will be executed after system reboot is creating a 

Run/RunOnce "autorun" registry key entry. So discovering manipulations in "autorun" 

registry entries may indicate an evidence of malware persistence. There are dozens of 

"autorun" locations in Windows OS depending on its version and architecture. Test case 

prepared by the author of the Thesis involved monitoring few of them. 

Example agent.conf entry for monitoring file and registry integrity monitoring: 

<syscheck> 

  <frequency>7200</frequency> 

  <alert_new_files>yes</alert_new_files> 

  <directories 

check_all="yes">c:\SensitiveCorpoData,C:\Windows\System32\drivers\etc</dire

ctories> 

<windows_registry> 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Ru

nOnce</windows_registry> 

<windows_registry> 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run</windows_r

egistry> 

<windows_registry> 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce</window

s_registry> 

<windows_registry> 

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run</windows_re

gistry> 

<windows_registry> 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run</windows_r

egistry> 

<windows_registry> 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce</windo

ws_registry> 

</syscheck> 

Testing this syscheck included: modifying files, creating new files in monitored directories 

and adding new registry keys. When syscheck was done the result was an OSSEC alert which 

drove an event in the OSSIM. 

5.4.2 Unit tests of OpenVAS and vulnerability scan of OSSIM 

As the [4.4.3] subchapter presented, OpenVAS is a tool used within OSSIM for monitoring 

vulnerabilities in systems and services. Author of the Thesis performed a number of various 

scan types on Windows and Linux machines in virtual test-bed. Testing these typical, out-of-

box operating systems did not outcome in any extraordinary results. Tests exposed common 

vulnerabilities as well as some false positives. Deeper and more intrusive test profiles showed 

more vulnerabilities than fast-scans. In general most of the results met initial expectations. 
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Because of curiosity there was run a vulnerability scan of OSSIM Server itself. What is 

interesting, the scan showed that OSSIM uses some software which may be exploited 

remotely. The results show that the reason of these vulnerabilities are in usage of not up to 

date and unpatched software - Squid server with Remote Buffer Overflow Vulnerability and 

Proxy String Processing NULL Pointer Dereference Denial Of Service Vulnerability. 

OpenVAS marked also low-severity problems with information disclosures - some services 

present details about software version used. 

In fact properly deployed OSSIM, even with these vulnerabilities, obviously won't be 

compromised due to the OSSIM Server's limited exposure. But the conclusion is fairly clear: 

security tools must be maintained properly and administrators have to apply updates to them. 

If not, they can widen potential attack surface of the system by making the monitoring system 

as target of an attack. 

 

5.4.3 Investigating events – usage of management controls 

The natural way of investigating security incidents is the top-down strategy which consists of 

reviewing indicators of possible security breach from wide perspective at first, then particular 

events and up till the source of problem/threat is found. SIEMs are built to follow this path of 

solving a problem. 

 

FIGURE 16: STEPS OF INVESTIGATING SECURITY INCIDENT [OWN ELABORATION] 

Test-case investigation scenario (with the OSSIM workflow depicted): 

1) Assistant panel on right-hand side after logging into OSSIM indicates 13 new 

alerts. 

Indicators 

•An User comes forward with a problem. 

•An Alert worth investigation is raised (it invokes new ticket in the ticket system) 

•An unusual Event is raised. 

Context 

•Chain of parallel or subsequent events from various data sources. 

•Knowledge from Asset Management and discovery. 

•Reputation information about source IP address from OTX. 

Source 

•An event. 

•A malicious payload. 

•Suspicious/unknown website. 
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FIGURE 17: OSSIM ASSISTANT PANEL [OWN ELABORATION] 

2) Clicking into alert icon redirects to Analysis->Alerts panel. 

 

FIGURE 18: ALERTS ANALYSIS [OWN ELABORATION] 

3) Let’s check Bruteforce authentication alert. Clicking on that alert expands 

more information. 
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FIGURE 19: EXPANDED INFORMATION ABOUT AN ALERT [OWN ELABORATION] 

4) After clicking Details it is possible to review what correlation rules were 

matched by which events as well as details about source and destination of 

possible attack. 

 

FIGURE 20: VIEW OF THE DETAILS OF AN ALERT [OWN ELABORATION] 

5) Even not trained eye will recognize same source and destination IP. Checking 

geolocalization for that address is not appropriate – it is local IP. At this point 

we can stop investigation – IP address is the OSSIM itself, whilst large amount 

of failed authentication events were raised because of performing vulnerability 

scan with OpenVAS on the OSSIM itself few minutes earlier. 

But for presentation purposes let’s go further. Clicking on particular matched rule or event 

shows details about an event. It comes from sshd, it has high reliability and calculated risk 

because of value of the destination asset – it is the OSSIM! 
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FIGURE 21: DETAILS VIEW OF AN EVENT [OWN ELABORATION] 

6) Because it is an alert raw information about source which driven to emerge an 

event is available for review – it is syslog-format log record: 

Jan 13 10:29:26 av-ossim sshd[652]: pam_unix(sshd:auth): authentication 

failure; logname= uid=0 euid=0 tty=ssh ruser= rhost=av-ossim.alienvault 

7) We may check now whether there were stored any other events with this host 

within appropriate time window. Clicking on the IP address opens up Event 

Search panel. 

Event searching panel is capable of doing very detailed search using even 

complex criteria and grouping events. It is possible to define: 

 Time window, 

 Taxonomy information: product type, event category, 

 IP Reputation and Severity, 

 Risk, 

 Sensor, 

 Priority, 

 Reliability, 

 Even payload matching criteria. 
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FIGURE 22: VIEW OF THE SEARCH ENGINE FEATURES [OWN ELABORATION] 

Summary of the example: 

 Steps from 1 to 4 depict checking indicators of an alert – Initial Correlation Directive: 

Bruteforce authentication alert and matching multiple subsequent authentication 

failures within short time window for Correlation Rule. 

 Steps: 4-5 and 7 show capabilities of examining the context of the problem – detailed 

overview of the particular event (attributes may not only come from the data source or 

plugin of the event but also from Asset Management database, Taxonomy database, 

GoogleMaps, IP Reputation check services) and broad capabilities of event search 

engine. 

 Step 6 shows actual source of the indicated event which is part of the sequence of 

events within a Correlation Rule. 

 

5.4.4 Discovering “Shadow IT” 

“Shadow IT” or “Stealth IT” is a term pertaining to IT systems, solutions, software being used 

within an organization without transparent, explicit knowledge or approval of the organization 

itself and IT department. These solutions are generally used only within single departments or 

bureaus and are developed/deployed as a result of their current demands.[28] 
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Shadow IT is sometimes considered as an important source of self-reliance and innovation 

which may impact in overall progression of the company. On the other side these solutions 

are not often in line with the organization's requirements for control, documentation, security, 

reliability, compliance, etc., although these issues can apply equally to authorized IT 

solutions. Thus they may be often considered as an important source of risk of data loss or 

leaks and can outcome into widening potential attack surface (at least locally). 

Discovering Shadow IT is simply making use of passive and active asset discovery 

techniques. 

The test-bed was bridged with MCI’s network infrastructure via Host machine. The MCI’s 

network connects circa 200 machines. For the experimental purposes is it safe to consider 

almost all traffic out of the test-bed as Shadow IT. Traffic is analyzed through virtual SPAN 

port of physical port of Host machine (from test-bed perspective this port is a “gateway” out 

of local network). 

Default OSSIM configuration has enabled the passive asset discovery. Throughout 1 week of 

testing OSSIM was able to enumerate passively almost 100 devices within MCI’s network. 

After 3 weeks it was 180 machines. 10% of them got operating system identified. 

I think this is satisfactory result for passive asset discovery of traffic coming nearby Host 

machine through a number of switches and hubs. 

The real scenario would  make use of active network scanning (for example scheduled 

scanning), enumerating services on hosts and analyzing: “host operating system/service 

change” events. 

5.4.5 Invoking events 

Because one of the monitored hosts was the daily-routine workstation (Host operating system) 

it was transparent and natural to verify events invoked by snort, ossec or nagios against 

typical machine usage. Observing these events resulted in verifying the reliability of functions 

of tools underlying OSSIM. 

Events arising from the workstation: 

OSSEC: 

 File and registry integrity checksum changes 

 Opening and closing login session 

 Events from Windows Event Log 

Nagios: 

 Starting or shutting down the machine 

 Opening and closing services on monitored assets 

Snort/Suricata: 

 Downloading PE EXE or DLLs 

 Malformed HTTP headers 
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 Double urlencoded JS scripts on websites as SHELLCODE (False positive) 

 Peer to peer communication 

 Dropbox Client Broadcasting 

 Possible TLS HeartBleed Unencrypted Request Method 3 (Inbound to Common SSL 

Port) - from unpatched OpenSSL 

Pads or p0f: 

 Host operating system change (False positive) 

 

5.4.6 Custom correlation directive 

Testing correlation directive was against simple client-side attack simulation: 

1. User downloads malicious binary code (shellcode) 

2. The machine registers changes to the accounts on operating system. 

The correlation directive consists of 2 rules: 

1. Exploit download detected by snort 

2. AND: any event from data source: ossec-account_changed 

 

FIGURE 23: SIMPLE CUSTOM CORRELATION DIRECTIVE [OWN ELABORATION] 

2-step simulation: 

1. Download a prepared shellcode 

2. Create new user account with admin privileges 

Results in an alarm: 
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FIGURE 24: ALARM FOR MATCHING SIMPLE, CUSTOM CORRELATION DIRECTIVE [OWN ELABORATION] 

5.5 Problems 

5.5.1 Identifying source of some events 

The name or the description of some events do not contain information about real source of 

the event. 

For example: event 5004 – “Host service change” 

Data source name: anomalies 

Product type: Anomaly Detection 

Event type ID: 1 

No information about tool which generated that event. 

 

5.5.2 Monitoring OSSIM status itself 

Under heavy load of OSSIM Framework component and services utilizing it (e.g. Apache) 

tends to crash without any notice. A common symptom is rendering blank pages for the 

administration console. 

Terminal-based setup and maintenance console (accessible via direct access or SSH) 

developed by AlienVault is not sufficient for monitoring status of particular OSSIM services. 

Sometimes performing the “Jail break
3
” of the OSSIM is needed. 

5.5.3 Not working policies 

Some of the newly created policies simply do not work, ever. Currently there is no possibility 

to simply track the problem. The issue was brought to the community support of AlienVault. 

5.5.4 Identifying details about particular rules and signatures for Suricata 
and OSSEC 

Suricata/Snort is driven by signatures provided by AlienVault and EmergingThreats. All the 

signatures are downloaded from AV free feeds. 

                                                 
3
 Jail break – means direct access to the OSSIM’s operating system via standard tty terminal (command line). By 

default OSSIM provides simple console-based UI for maintaining the appliance, which is ran after super user login 
– the goal was to prevent unexperienced Linux users from damaging the system – in fact it is quite odd solution. 
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Reviewing Data Source Plugins [5.3.7] does not provide ability to show detailed formula of a 

signature – only descriptions/names are available. 

In order to get detailed information about a signature structure it is crucial to perform “Jail 

break” and crawl appropriate directories of OSSIM from the terminal for files where 

signatures are stored. 

5.6 Untested functions of OSSIM 

 Built-in ticket system for Incident Response management 

 Behavioral monitoring: 

o Netflow analysis 

o Anomaly based analysis with Bro IDS 

 Continuous vulnerability monitoring 

 Host-based software inventory 

 Network profiling 

 Wireless IDS with Kismet 

 Generating reports 

 Customizing the Dashboard 

 

5.7 Testing conclusions 

Test course: 

Test course involved series of tests for each function of the OSSIM and underlying tools. 

Specific configuration capabilities discovered by the Author are in [5.3]. 

Details about most interesting parts of testing are in [5.4]. Some details of the results of the 

unit tests are omitted due to their predictable character (tests did not outcome in anything 

extraordinary). Brief summary of the tested functions and testing methods: 

 Passive asset discovery: described in [5.4.4]. 

 Active asset discovery: mentioned in [4.4.2] and [5.3.2]. 

 Asset management: involved manual adding and modifying previously discovered 

assets and their attributes with use of the OSSIM user interface. 

 Vulnerability monitoring: described in [5.4.2]. 

 Host-based threat detection: described in [5.4.1]. 

 Network-based threat detection: involved invoking built-in and custom-made or 

modified Suricata rules. The Author has been modifying existing rules and creating 

new ones and generating network traffic to match them. Generating traffic was simply 

done with: downloading malicious payload with webbrowser, performing Nmap scans 

and running peer-to-peer program.  

 Availability monitoring: test were about observing events of starting, shutting down 

and rebooting assets and their services. 
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 Incident management, event correlation: The synergy effect achieved thanks to the 

correlation engine was described in the context of creating custom correlation 

directive [5.4.6] and performing incident investigation [5.4.3] and [5.4.5]. 

 

Capability assessment: 

How does OSSIM meet requirements outlined in subchapter [3.5.2]: 

 Data aggregation: YES 

 Correlation: YES, but there should be more control of selecting particular event 

attributes to match. 

 Alerting: YES 

 Incident management: YES, but usage of external ticketing system should be 

considered. 

 Dashboards: YES 

 Compliance management/assessment: VERY LIMITED 

 Retention: NO, raw logs are not stored for further, long-term analysis (this is available 

in commercial OSSIM version) 

 Forensic analysis: YES 

 High maintenance and availability: LIMITED, under heavy load (or very limited 

resources) system’s underlying components becomes unpredictable. 

 Sufficient reliability: YES, if it is scaled to working environment. 

 Sufficient performance: LIMITED, OSSIM can achieve 200 EPS, where ~150 EPS is 

the average for typical mid-sized organization (500-1000 users). Typical average peak 

EPS is ~8000 (with 250 infected endpoints).
4
 

 

OSSIM work area: Brad-based and dedicated attacks from SIEM perspective - the 

results of the Thesis Author's research: 

As [29] shows: the highest probability of occurrence of threats which may imperil overall 

organization’s security are the broad-based attacks like: phishing, (D)DoS and malware 

spreading from mobile devices. In general these attacks use non-stealthy techniques and 

commonly known malware as well as automated reconnaissance and probing tools. Sharing 

knowledge between security analysts about threats give rise to new IDPS signatures, 

correlation rules, reputational information about network addresses involved and response 

templates. Automating the process of exchanging “threat intelligence” makes broad-based 

threats become common and easier to mitigate. SIEMs have all sufficient mechanism to apply 

“threat intelligence”. For this reason well-adjusted SIEMs are considered as a “weapon” 

against broad-based attacks. 

On the other hand, considering threats with highest impact or effectiveness factor [29] brings 

about dedicated attacks (i.e. APT
5
, spear-phishing). APTs are used by experienced criminals, 

nation-state and corporate espionage actors. They’re difficult to detect, utilize zero-day 

exploits, custom made tools, covert communication channels and are precisely targeted and 

carried out. Since SIEMs widely adapt signature and rule driven defense model basing on 

                                                 
4
 Based on “Benchmarking Security Information Event Management (SIEM)” [26] 

5
 Advanced Persistent Threat 
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known dangers, they’re quite ineffectual against APTs (considering default SIEM 

configuration). Mitigating APTs from SIEM’s perspective means creating a number of 

complex correlation rules (which is painstaking work for the analyst), anomaly analysis and 

behavioral monitoring in abnormally wide time windows which is infeasible in most 

correlation engines. 

6. General Conclusions 

Working on this Thesis was a really painstaking work. Studying each tool used underneath 

OSSIM and then their implementation into it took great deal of time as well as extending 

knowledge about threats they can mitigate. I won’t be unfounded saying that usage of these 

tools intrinsically deserves own publication (for example creating NIDS Snort rules). Next, 

examining the tools in the context of the whole system and accurately configuring them 

demanded a lot of patience. 

The OSSIM system seems to satisfy basic needs and requirements of SIEM-class system for 

rather small organization. OSSIM is an additional layer built on top of wide variety of large 

and small open source tools used to aid computer security monitoring. The most challenging 

problem of integration of particular tools is being solved by OSSIM developers and its 

community.  

The solution is not free from imperfections and problems: 

 Not impressive performance. 

 Not all functions can be fully tuned within Web Console Interface. 

 Opaque implementation of usage of underlying tools makes difficult control them. 

 No RAW log storage, searching and analysis! 

 Biggest one: zero documentation for developers and sketchy (more like ‘sales 

pitch’) documentation for an end-user. 

Because of last drawback understanding and managing whole appliance is a demanding task. 

Future paths of elaborating OSSIM and SIEMs may take into account using neural networks 

and machine learning for intrusion recognition and using genetic programming (and other 

evolutionary computation methods) in automatic rule generation for event correlation. 

Integrating the solution with the honeypot systems would be also compelling. 

As I deduced in subchapter [5.7] OSSIM and SIEMs in general are not the remedy for all 

kinds of computer threats. They’re as good as rules, directives and signatures used within 

them. A SIEM in hands of mindful and conscientious security analyst can significantly harden 

computer defense in an organization. 
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